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About This Content
71 of your favorite Hidden Folks mouth sounds, including but not limited to:
BeepBoop03.mp3
Camel03.mp3
Cat02.mp3
Dog05.mp3
Fart03.mp3
GorillaExited02.mp3
Help03.mp3
Huh02.mp3
Klaxon06.mp3
Monkey02.mp3
Monstertruck05.mp3
PartyFolks11.mp3
Pling01.mp3
Roar03.mp3
Salesman01.mp3
Satelite01.mp3
Sheep04.mp3
Snake02.mp3
Snore03.mp3
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Tap01.mp3
Toot02.mp3
Tring02.mp3
Wbwbwb02.mp3
Woohoo05.mp3
... and many more!!!
This pack was yelled out by Adriaan de Jongh and Sylvain Tegroeg, and volume-corrected by Martin Kvale.
Once purchased, find all sounds on your computer by following the steps on this page:
https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=6685-WAZN-5747
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Title: Hidden Folks - Mouth Sounds Pack
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Adriaan de Jongh, Sylvain Tegroeg
Release Date: 10 May, 2018
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Finnish,Norwegian,Swedish,Ukrainian
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As a big fan of Starflight \/ Star Control series this game was very interesting to me.
A word of warning. This is pretty complex and definitely not "casual". You will have to learn and think a lot.
My biggest issue with the game are the unresponsive and awkward controls of the minigames. This makes it pretty difficult and
frustrating to collect resources. I don't know if that is intended to make the game "more challenging". But for me its the biggest
weakness and it makes it difficult for me to recommend the game to anyone. So I can only recommend it when you have a
certain frustration tolerance.
Pros:
Very deep gameplay. Longest and most detailed Tutorial I can remember having ever played. (Good thing!).
Good simulation aspect. Many stats to track an keep in mind. Satisfying to "level something up" or to find\/buy Equipment.
Easy to learn, hard to master.
Seems not dependent on "luck". But it depends on your "reflexes" an this can be a bit frustrating (bad controls).
Many short "minigames" for different kinds of anomalies to aquire different kinds of resources.
Beating the game unlocks new stuff.
Well designed interface. Albeit there is plenty information to show its clear and concise. Once you got the hang of it.
Many and detailed tooltips for each control or display. So its easier to learn the ropes of the game.
Lots of replayability. You cant discover everything in a single playthrough (time limit)
Time only flows at sepcial actions so the game waits for your input. No stress or hurry. Enough time to plan, compare and
decide. (excluding most Minigames).
Cons:
The things you can fly to in a star system are difficult to distinguish from the background. But there is also a list available.
The graphics is very "bare bone". Decide wether you can live with that. This is clearly a game which values gameplay over
appearance.
Some of the minigames to collect resources are difficult, hectic and annoying (because of the controls). This is the only issue
which lowers my fun playing. But probably you get better at it over time.
The controls of planet lander and away team rely on moving foward by moving mouse way from center. Here a button + strafing
would be way more convenient. I can hardly fire in the direction I want.
There are not really quests, story fragments or unique events that make the game feel consistent. The events (anomalies, distress
ships) are just generic and plain. I don't even know why I have to destroy the arch enemy. So you don't follow a story or lore but
its just resource management and leveling up through minigames.
This game tries to be a rogue like. Thus you are supposed to loose everything for every little mistake. I generally find this pretty
unfair and it seems the developers of such games don't value the time of their customers. I would find it more user friendly
when there where a load button to load the last save. Now I have to Alt+F4 when things go bad and start the game again.
Frustrating.
Since the game is a bit repetitive (resource grind) I can't imagine to win it 6 times to unlock the next of the 8 levels. For
completing it you must have plenty of free time and a strong will I guess ;).
Summary:
Complex indie space adventure\/simulation game. Lots of depth, fun, replay value and fairly priced. Some little quircks
(controls, missing story) but nonetheless clearly recommended.
Note: I play with Steam in offline mode. So the counted game time is not correct. I have at least 10 hours in the game so far..
Nice skiing game I have to say! Only tested it for maybe 10 minutes so far, but the immersion is very good, you get great sense
of speed while skiing and the graphics are cool even thou I hope it will be better soon. Check out my Youtube video record of
my first impressions of Extreme Skiing VR on my HTC Vive here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=IQKq_1PkCRw
Its quite a fun game to play and definately something to show-off for your friends that does VR for the first time, or havent
tried the game out. Im gonna do more testing later today and edit my review after more time of skiing.
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Edit: After some people complaining I was giving this game too much positive opinion, i deleted my personal "score" of the
game. Well honestly i dont think this is a game you will play for hours, especially since its just one track available so far, and
there are better Skiing games out there already. You will test it once, twice maybe and thats it...until the devs can make some
more effort with the tracks, graphics, physics and so on. Its an early stage early access, so yes its maybe not worth 8 dollars
either, but hopefully the devs can make something more out of this game im future, so im not doing a refund and i wont delete
the positive review. I think more winter sports games are welcome in VR and this is still a first try so why not give them a try.
Thats only my personal opinion.. WELL, just bought this game as an off chance, I Dont usually buy early access games in fear
of them not ever finishing it BUT I just couldnt resist. Within the first 15mins of the game I could tell this game is HEAVILY
inspired by the Super Nintendo game.. Secret Of Mana. The enemies, their attacks, music, temples, the spells you get to learn,
even bosses (the water temple boss). THIS is NOT a bad thing that the game borrows from Secret Of Mana, cos that game was
certainly one of the Super Nintendo's BEST action rpg games. The only main difference so far is that there's NO ring menu for
item usage, the main chararcter you control dont look nothing like Randy off S.o.M, and the story is slightly different.
I can see the game has a few issues it needs to still iron out for what content has been released so far but these are so minor it
won't spoil your gameplay, someone needs to re-read this games english script and alter it cos things spelt wrong and sentences
not making full sense are in this game, for example.. Wish spelt as Whish .. and talking to the water temple woman certainly
needs reworking text wise. I'm now only just beaten the two werewolf monsters and saved the water temple princess and have
stopped to write this review for the game so here are my marks so far..
Graphics: 8\/10 (Because of visible glitches, and the damage pop could look a lot more colorful and flash with crit hits also.)
Music\/Sound Effects: 9\/10 (I noticed a few minor jumps in the music and whilst loading areas, this though could be my laptop
and not the game itself, not sure really.)
Story: 10\/10 (I'm loving it so far, makes me want to go play 'Secret Of Mana' all over again, hahaha!)
Over All: Id certainly recommend this to my friends, in fact.. i'm just about to head on over to a facebook page thats dedicated
to final fantasy and spread the word of this game to them, they are ALL Secret Of Mana fans. i'm also going to cover a minireview on my website.
Suggestions to the devs: Please dont think im making these suggestion out of spite or they are meant in any negativity against
your game, it's constructive ideas for you to think about adding to your game to make it even MORE appealing, so..
1. Make damage pop more flashy.. IF you take a look at 'Dawn Of Mana' on the PS2 and see how the damage pops on that, I
think that type of effect would look FANTASTIC in this game of yours, look on Youtube.
2. Get someone in to rework the English dialogue and spell check for mistakes.. Whish?
3. Maybe introduce items menu, with potions etc.. maybe use the F-Keys, F1, F2 etc.. to use the items.
4. have enemies drop items, like hp potions etc. by doing this it will give your game more content also, like item shops.
5. give your game a coin currency, again for buying items in shops etc.
6. get some side quests put into the game, with rewards like currency, items, etc. even if you only do like 3 to 5 side quests per
chapter.. it adds more depth to your game and interaction with npcs.
There's probably loads more I could write here but dont want to overwhelm you, in ANY case, this is a fantastic game and look
forward to MANY more updates for it.. good luck on getting this project finished.. good game recomend fo 10 and up
. A clean and intuitive interface!
Easy of use!
Any serious mahjong player will love this game.
Hours of fun for friends and family.
Can play against computers. They are good!
Highly recommended.. A word of warning: I think the devs have pretty much disappeared several months back, so treat this
game as frozen in its final state.
They weren't kidding about the number of unique spells and the variety of classes & races available, and the game definitely has
replayability thanks to the random generation of floors, and the different traits available on each level up. The RNG may be a
bit too skewed against the player, especially in terms of rune drops, but personally I find it on par with BoI:R. Apart from the usual
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dungeon crawling, the tricky side challenges test your proficiency in using specific spells or fighting specific enemies.
Admittedly the joy of discovery wanes once you earn all of the spells and encounter all of the enemies, but I reckon it'll be quite a
long while before you reach that point. And a UX design gripe: there's no "quick restart" option like in many other roguelikes\/rogue-lites, so you have to navigate from the starting menu again to select the same options as for the previous run if you
want to.
Still, I think it's worth getting this interesting time-killer, especially now that it's on sale. If you don't mind the once-in-a-while crash..
Tea jokes were made...
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Amazing game!!!! I reccomend to any first person shooter fan. Only downside is no controller support!. A fun concept but not
perfectly executed. There have been several issues in only the first twenty minutes of play including difficulty with reloading,
consuming the alcohol and picking up\/dropping items. The biggest flaw with this game is spacial awareness and that the bar
seems to be placed halfway through the boundaries set up in 'room set-up', as a result when trying to pick up a glass or bottle you
more often than not try to pass through the blue wireframe grid and (in my case) punch your TV, wall, sofa or unsuspecting
spectator. a quick fix for this would be to simply alter the dimensions of the game to bring the bar corner further in and the
entrance further out but so far no such update has occured, this one flaw is enough for me to have issue with recommending the
game.
Bring the bar further into the room and the game will improve drastically, until then I personally wouldn't consider buying the
game at full price and am only not requesting a refund due to getting the game on sale and hoping the developers heed my
advice.. A very easy, but nevertheless charming adventure whose difficulty is aimed more at children than adults.. Don't buy this
game in it's current state as even the tutorial is broken and does not work at a point it will ask you to press the configure button
that does not work at all so in till it gets patched best to spend you \u00a310 on somthing that works. i can't play the game
because there is a error that comes up that says 'GE' and i press ok but the screen goes white and stays like that until i close it..
ArmA 2 is love ArmA 3 is life.. 404 Unknown. You'd be suprised how fun this game is.
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